vYSoo, international specialist
in the development and the manufacture of solutions WiFi enriches
its range and announces the launching of
its range of mobile routers WiFi
Offering new prospects for communication for the consumers, these routers are the first mobile models, which give access a
connection Internet and of
to share this access or you want and when you wish it
vYSoo international specialist in Wifi announces the launching of its first mobile router Wifi.
Simple to configure, elegant thanks to his purified, light design (275
grams) and easy to transport, the Mobile Router WiFi of vYSoo
brings to you an access to Internet in situation of mobility.
A Mobile Router who combines facilitated configuration, ease of use
and technological power.
Being based on its will to make WiFi accessible to each one among us,
vYSoo proposes a router usable without any preliminary technical
training.
It is indeed enough to insert the season ticket (GPRS/EDGE/CDMA/EVDO/3G/UMTS/HSDPA/HSUPA/3G+/WIMAX/ ) in the site
envisaged for this purpose on the router (you have according to the models a port USB, of a slot for chart SIM Data or from a port
PCMCIA) to immediately have an access to Internet and to share this WiFi connection around you.
Of a range going up to 70 meters in Interior and with 250 meters in Outside, this Mobile router functions without any software to
install. Used without Data subscription, the router, connected to a line ADSL transforms itself into Access point Wifi.
It integrates the parameters of safety (WEP, WPA and Firewall included) which enable you to work under best the possible
conditions and profits from many accessories supporting its use in situation of mobility (kit conveys with attachment unit interior,
battery, cord food, cover of transport).
An new approach of the Mobile Internet
vYSoo innovates once again by developing its Party taken Utilisateur and makes it possible to the
consumers to invent novel modes of consumption of the Mobile Internet which positions in total synergy
with the Unlimited Data offers suggested recently by the operators increasingly unlimited and less
and less expensive.
The consumers will be able to reach the freedom of a connection which does not depend any more of Hots Spots
and their deployment, a connection without having to fear the prohibitory costs with the hotel or the airport, a fast connection or one
does not have to await any more the unchoking of Hot Spot attacked whereas its train leaves in 5 minutes.
That it is on holiday, within the framework of their work or their personal life,
the user's needs do not cease growing to have a permanent access to Internet.
This mobile router WiFi is a relevant answer to their waitings and it positions in the tendency suggested by the telephone operators.
Indeed, the fixed price dated unlimited which quickly will be essential in France as that is already the case in many countries of
Europe, will allow to bring daily answers to these waitings by offering a connection shareable WiFi in situation of mobility (car,
country cottage with the mountain, warehouse, at the time of a professional living room on a stand, or in a hotel with a commercial
team for whom it will be easy to create WorkSpot.
Some will be able to even use their professional fixed prices to be freed from an access ADSL to their residences and to realize
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The Internet Mobile it is still better when one can share it
The occasions to make profit your relations
from your access to the Mobile Internet
many and will be varied!

With your friends, your children, your collaborators,
thanks to the router vYSoo you will share your access
on many materials: IPhones, laptops, PDAs,
Wifi Telephones, Printers…

Main Specifications
-OEM / ODM available.
- Best Mobile Router Cost/Effective
- Works with USB or PCMCIA Network cards
- Support
GPRS/EDGE/CDMA/EVDO/3G/UMTS/HSDPA/HSUP
A/3G+/WIMAX
- Up to 15 Mbps with WiMAX
- Up to 3.6 Mbps with HSDPA
- Up to 54 Mbps with WIFI B&G
- Up to 7.2 Mbps with HSDPA/HSUPA

-Enhanced receive features for better service
availability
- Connect over WI-FI and Ethernet
- Automatically selects the fastest connection via
GPRS/EDGE/CDMA/EVDO/3G/UMTS/HSDPA/HS
UPA/3G+/WIMAX
- No software installation required
- Security through WEP, WPA and built-in firewall
- Battery pack (optional)
- CAR Adapter & kit (optional)

WLAN Characteristic

Physical Characteristics

- Effect range

Indoor up to 70 M
Outdoor up to 200~250 M

- Dimensions

H:133xW:90xD:24 mm

- Sécurité WIFI

WEP key none / 64 / 128 bits

- Weight

275 Gr

Routeur Characteristics

Accessories

- Feature

- AC Adapter
- Battery pack
- Car kit

DHCP Serveur
DMZ support
IP sharing
MAC access control
Auto-Reconnect

External 5VDC/2A
4400 mAH (optional)
Car window holder,
car adapter (optional)

- Belt carrying case
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availability
Available via the distribution network of vYSoo. (Also on sale direct on the www.vysoo.com site).

vYSoo in short
vYSoo Corporation is an international group which conceives, manufactures and markets an global offer of communication
(material, contents and services) developed around Wifi technology. The company markets WiFi mobile phones, Wifi-GSM mobile
phones, and will enrich in the current by the year 2007 its range by several new innovating products developed around WiFi
technology. vYSoo has strong capacities of R & D resolutely concentrated on the innovation around wireless technologies. Create in
Taiwan where it has its head office and its production centre, the company develops its activities in the whole world and has
subsidiary companies in Asia (Japan, China), in Europe/EMEA (France) and in the United States. It counts 110 collaborators
throughout the world.
For any further information: www.vysoo.com
vYSoo EMEA
Marc Delort
Person in charge of the European subsidiary company
Tél : +33 4 90 32 88 26
GSM : +33 6 85 17 54 78

vYSoo America North and South
pressusa@vysoo.com

marc@vysoo.com
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